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Cranesmart Load Indicator System
Load Indicator Features:
* Cranesmart's load indicators offer a variety of component options
to fit all new and used cranes.
* Load monitoring is accurate to within +/- 1%.
* All load monitor components work together through a Cranesmart one
panel design, allowing for quick and effective operative use.
* Simple design allows load indicator installs to be performed by
the operator within an hour.
* Load indicator wireless design virtually eliminates maintenance.
* Durably built and temperature stress tested to ensure performance
in the most extreme environments, with temperatures between -40°F
to 140°F (-40°C to 60°C).
* Battery life of 5+ years with free replacement batteries for life.
* The Cranesmart load indicator system provides a practical load
monitoring solution for one, two, or three winch lines.
* Self-calibration adjusts for multiple parts-of-line when changing
rigging or cranes, improving equipment portability.
* Load monitor solid state components are maintenance free.
* Fast load system equipment deliveries get your cranes safer faster.
* Number one after-the-sale service with professional
troubleshooting and available load indicator replacement
components minimize crane downtime.
* Insulated from causing wireless interference with other electronic
devices.
* Technical specifications are flexible to meet any customer's
specific needs.

Cranesmart Anti-Two-Block System
Anti-2-Block Product Features:
* User-friendly anti-two-block design able to be installed on any
crane within an hour, with no complex training required to use the
equipment.
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* All of our anti-two-blocks are wireless and maintenance free with
self-checking technology.
* Our A2B is functional in extreme environments with temperature
testing from -40°F to 140°F (-40°C to 60°C).
* Battery life of 5+ years with free replacement batteries for life.
* A2B options include single, dual, or triple winch applications.
* Fast A2B deliveries get your project started sooner and
over-the-phone professional troubleshooting and available A2B
replacement parts keep your project going with no downtime.
* Technical specifications are flexible to meet any customer's
specific needs.

Cranesmart Boom Angle Indicator
Boom Angle Indicator Product Features:
* Boom angle indicators can be installed and used by an operator
within an hour.
* Angle indicator accurate to within half a degree.
* With no moving parts and all solid state components, the boom
angle indicator requires minimal maintenance.
* Our boom angle indicator is rugged, able to function at efficiency
between -40°F to 140°F (-40°C to 60°C).
* Battery life of 5+ years with free replacement batteries for life.
* Fast boom angle indicator deliveries get your project started
sooner and over-the-phone professional troubleshooting and
available boom angle indicator replacement parts keep your project
going with no downtime.
* Technical specifications are flexible to meet any customer's
specific needs.

Cranesmart Systems Load Moment Indicator
Load Moment Indicator Features:
* Wireless transmission of information to the panel increases
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durability of the Cranesmart Load Moment Indicator components.
* Offers unparalleled accuracy and reliability in the industry, with
load and angle readings accurate to within +/-1%.
* Meets or exceeds all LMI safety regulations.
* Customizable to fit any crane with special installation
instructions for lattice and hydraulic setups.
* Simple installation by the operator gets the equipment functional
within an hour.
* All load moment indicator components are specially designed to
work together wirelessly through one panel -- each component
temperature stress tested to efficiency between -40°F to 140°F
(-40°C to 60°C) and offer a battery life of 5+ years with free
replacement batteries for life.
* Fast load moment indicator deliveries and Cranesmart's number one
after-the-sale with on call trouble-shooting and available
replacement parts ensure minimal equipment downtime.
* Technical specifications are flexible to meet any customer's
specific needs.
* Proven professional engineering, with over 30,000 Cranesmart
systems in use around the world.
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